EvER SINCE the fall of the Chinese mainland to the Communists in 1949, the subject of China has been a highly controversial issue not only in United States politics but also in the United Nations. With the drastic change of China and its significant impact on the world, the demand for publications from China and about China has considerably increased in the last decade. The establishment of more research centers on Communism and the call for teaching about Communism in secondary education are other developments which require even a school library to develop a certain collection on China. College and research libraries are now, more than ever before, in need of better collections for the study of China.
In the face of the United States' nonrecognition policy toward the Chinese Communists and especially of the prohibition of "trade with the enemy" as enacted during the Korean war, acquisition librarians have encountered considerable difficulties in ordering publications originated on the Chinese mainland. On March 17, 1961, the restriction on Chinese books was slightly relaxed, when President Kennedy ordered the end of an interception system under which the Customs Bureau had withheld or destroyed Communist propaganda sent to the United States from behind the Iron Curtain. This administrative order, however, has caused a heated debate in Congress. as well as among organizations and individuals regarding the distinction between "Red propaganda" and material of research value and questioning whether or not the post office should forward materials for the Communists. To promote research on the develop- ments of the Chinese mainland, the Treasury department now issues import documents for books and magazines originating in Red China, while all other Chinese imports are still forbidden.
It goes without saying that nearly all materials from the Chinese mainland are Communist literature or non-Communist classical works annotated by the Communists. A typical example of the Chinese Communist approach to the traditional Chinese culture is their interpretation of Confucianism. At the forum of the China Society of Philosophy recently held in Peiping, the participants heatedly debated whether Confucius was a "reactionary," when he said: "Don't do to people what you do not wish to be done to yourself." Like their perversion of modern world history that it was the Soviet Union rather than the United States that had been the main force in defeating the Japanese militarists in World War II, is Peiping's historians' characterization of the long history of China as a history full of struggles between poor exploited peasants and the feudal landlords.
Even in scientific literature, Peiping's theoreticians, believing that the rules of dialectical materialism are the only universal law of all social and natural phenomena, attempt to apply dialectics to scientific knowledge, regardless of making any sense of the subject. Strictly speaking all publications from mainland China now are but Chinese Communist "government" publications, because under the severest communization program in the world no private publisher in China can do business without official approval and substantial support from the Communist machinery. Since the Communist occupation of the mainland in 1949 up to the end of 1950, the sole Chinese government publishing enterprise was the Hsin Hua (New China) book company with some three thousand branch offices all over the country. In accordance with resolutions adopted by a national conference of the company 132 in the fall of 1950, the business of the company was split into three independent units: the Hsin Hua Book Company, using the original title of the company, as the sole national distributor of all publications in the nation; the Hsin Hua printing plant as the unit of production; and the People's Publishing House as the government publisher.
Since Daily") , organ of the satellite political parties in China or the voice of the fellow-travelling Chinese intellectuals on the mainland, the Ta Kung Pao ("The Impartial"), nominally owned by civilians and officially assigned to publish stories on problems of commerce, finance, and economics, and the Wen Huei Pao, also nominally a civilian paper, assigned to publish materials for teachers in the public schools.
The major Chinese Communist national magazines include the Hongqi ("Red Flag"), fortnightly theoretical journal of the Chinese Communist Party; the Scientia Sinica ("China's Science") published monthly by the Chinese academy of science; the fortnightly Chung Huo Ching Nien ("Chinese Youth") Another annual useful for the study of Taiwan is the Taiwan Directory published by the China News and Publications Service in Taipei. The directory lists basic information on Chinese Nationalist government organizations, American diplomatic and military missions, Chinese and American firms, and interesting tourist data. Most of the Taiwan radio stations · and newspapers are also listed in the directory. Among the more than thirty dailies published in Taiwan, the Central Daily News reflects the Chinese Nationalist official views on the current issues. The two English dailies published in Taipei are the China News and the China Post.
Of the more than five hundred periodicals published in Taiwan, those in English include the China Culture Quarterly, the monthly Free China Review, the monthly China Today, the Free China and Asia monthly, and the monthly Industry of Free China. Among the Chinese periodicals the best known in the purely literary field are the monthly Wen-hsueh Tsa-chih ("Literary Magazine") and the monthly Wen Hsing ("Literary Star"). The Information Department of the Taiwan provincial government published a 136-page booklet comprising a complete list of the periodicals, newspapers, news agencies, publishers, and radio stations now in Taiwan.
While the monthly Free China Review is rich in resource inaterial on current subjects, the quarterly Chinese Culture is the scholarly journal which turns out not only academic works but also bibliographical data and reference materials useful for research on Chinese traditions. In cooperation with the China Cultural Foundation, the Institute of Chinese Culture, publisher of the quarterly journal, has published a three-hundred-volume China Study Series. The series carries such useful bibliographies as an index of articles in learned periodicals of China published since 1912, by Chang Chun; index to educational articles, 1946-56, by Szu Chi; bibliography of Chinese bibliographies from ancient to modern times, by Liang Tze-han; and the national bibliography of the Republic of China by the National Central library. For foreign readers, the National Central library publishes a selected bibliography of the Republic of China. Arranged by subjects, this selected list of books is published together with a directory of publishers in Taiwan. Section VII of the bibliography lists the most important works on Chinese history and ancient classics. The Ssu-ku Shan-pen Ts'ung-shu Kuan, Chinese rare-book publisher in Taipei, has started reproducing in facsimile a series entitled Ssu-ku Shan-pen Ts'ung-shu ("Collected Reprints of Rare Works from the Four Classics of Chinese Literature"). The Taipei China News reported early in 1962 that the World Book Company in Taipei would publish before the end of the year 1,000 of the original 11,095 volumes of the Yung-loh Ta-tien ("Yung-loh Encyclopedia"), reputed to be the greatest academic endeavor in Chinese history. Compiled by some three thousand scholars during over four years in the early fifteenth century by the order of Emperor Cheng Tsu of the Ming dynasty on the basis of all the books available at that time, the four-hundred-million-word set covers the entire range of human knowl- MARCH 1963 edge in China up to that period. The journal of Asian Studies} organ of the Association for Asian Studies, Inc., is essential to research on China. Its comparatively comprehensive book reviews together with an annual bibliography will keep one up-to-date about publications in the field. Other publications of the association, the newsletter and the monographs, are also helpful. With the expansion of United States research programs on China, the study of the Chinese language has steadily increased not only at the research centers but also in secondary education. According to a survey recently conducted by the Institute of Far Eastern Studies, Seton Hall U niversity, there are now twenty high schools, four adult education programs and seventeen elementary schools in the United States where instruction of the Chinese language is given in one way or another. 5 Universities which offer comprehensive Chinese language courses include Princeton, Columbia, Southern California, Stanford, Yale, American,. Georgetown, Michigan State, Michigan, Minnesota, St. Louis, Cornell, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Washington, Wisconsin, and Ohio State.
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